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Abstract
This paper explores a method of manipulating a planar
rigid body on a conveyor belt using a robot with just
one joint. This approach has the potential of offering a
simple and flexible method for feeding parts in indus-
trial automation applications. In this paper we outline
our approach, develop some of the theoretical proper-
ties, present a planner for the robot, and describe an
initial implementation.

1 Introduction
The most straightforward approach to planar manipu-
lation is to use a rigid grasp and a robot with at least
three joints, corresponding to the three motion free-
doms of a planar rigid object. But three joints are not
really necessary to manipulate an object in the plane.
In this paper we achieve effective control of all three
planar motion freedoms using a one joint robot work-
ing over a constant speed conveyor belt.

A central issue in this work is to develop a precise
notion of “effective control” that is suited to the parts-
feeding application. Our robot cannot impart arbitrary
motions to a part on the conveyor, but it does have a set
of actions sufficient to orient and position a wide class
of shapes. To make this precise we define the feeding
property:

A system has the feeding property over a set
of parts P and set of initial configurations I
if, given any part in P , there is some out-
put configuration q such that the system can
move the part to q from any location in I .

One of the goals of this paper is to demonstrate that a
one joint robot can possess this property over a useful
set of initial configurations and a broad class of part
shapes.

The key to our approach is to use a single revo-
lute joint to push the parts around on a constant speed
conveyor belt. This approach, which we refer to as

Figure 1: The Adept Flex Feeder System. A SCARA robot
picks parts off the middle of three conveyors. These three
conveyors, along with an elevator bucket, circulate parts;
an overhead camera looks down on the back-lit middle con-
veyor to determine the position and orientation of parts.

Figure 2: The Flex Feeder with a rotatable fence.



Figure 3: We can feed a part by alternately pushing it with
the fence and letting it drift along the conveyor.

“1JOC” (one-joint-over-conveyor, pronounced “one
jock”) was initially conceived as a variation on the
Adept Flex Feeder (see Figure 1). The Flex Feeder
uses a system of conveyors to recirculate parts, pre-
senting them with random orientation to a camera and
robotic manipulator. Those parts that are in a gras-
pable configuration may then be picked up by the
robot and assembled into a product, placed in a pallet,
or otherwise processed.

The question addressed in this paper is whether,
at least in parts feeding applications, we could re-
place the SCARA robot with a simpler and more flex-
ible robot, and also replace the Flex Feeder’s servoed
programmable conveyor with a fixed speed conveyor.
Figures 2 and 3 show a possible variation on the Flex
Feeder, where the SCARA robot has been replaced by
a fence with a single revolute joint. By a sequence of
pushing operations, punctuated by drift along the con-
veyor, the fence positionsand orients a part and directs
it into the entry point of a feeder track which carries
the part to the next station.

There are many variations on this basic idea: a
2JOC, multiple 1JOCs working in parallel, curved
fences, and so on. However, the purpose of this paper
is an initial study of the fundamental characteristics of
the idea, so we will focus on the simplest version as
described above and in Figures 2 and 3. The main re-
sult is:

It is possible to move an arbitrary polygon
from a broad range of initial configurations
to a specific goal; and that goal can be cho-
sen from a broad range of possible goals.
(This is a generalization of the feeding prop-
erty.)

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
After reviewing previous work and terminology from
nonlinear control theory, we develop a progression of
models leading to the 1JOC. We prove the feeding

property for the 1JOC model and describe the imple-
mentation of a planner as well as experimental results.

1.1 Previous Work

The 1JOC approach described in this paper is an ex-
ample of using a simple effector to perform nonpre-
hensile manipulation. For a survey of work in this
area, see (Erdmann [19]). Of particular relevance to
this paper is previous work on parts feeding and the
control of underactuated systems.

Parts Feeding Our goal is to develop parts feed-
ers with practical use in industry. To realize this goal,
we must study the parts feeding systems that have al-
ready found success in industry. Boothroyd et al. [8]
describe parts feeding and orienting devices for auto-
mated assembly, including bowl feeders. Some recent
work has focused on automating the design of bowl
feeders (Boothroyd [9]; Caine [14]; Christiansen et
al. [16]).

Another highly successful system is the SONY
APOS system (Hitakawa [21]). Like a bowl feeder,
the APOS system relies on vibration and shape to ori-
ent parts. Brost [13] demonstrates the use of shape
alone to orient a part by dropping it on a specially de-
signed nest.

Often, parts feeders that rely on shape are spe-
cific to a particular part or set of parts. Many re-
searchers have studied constraint surfaces with sim-
ple shapes to handle a variety of parts. Examples of
this include orienting parts by fences suspended over
a conveyor (Peshkin and Sanderson [29]; Brokowski
et al. [12]); translational pushing by a fence (Mani
and Wilson [26]; Akella and Mason [1]); parallel-jaw
grasping (Goldberg [20]); tray-tilting (Erdmann and
Mason [18]; Christiansen [15]); vibrating a support-
ing plate (Böhringer et al. [6]; Swanson et al. [33]);
and pushing by arrays of electromechanical manipu-
lators (Böhringer et al. [7]).

Underactuated Systems The 1JOC is an underac-
tuated system with a drift field. Such systems have
been heavily studied in nonlinear control theory; see,
for instance, (Brockett [11]; Crouch [17]). A good in-
troduction to nonlinear control is given by Nijmeijer
and van der Schaft [27].

Other examples of manipulation by an underac-
tuated effector include slipping and rolling within a
grasp (Bicchi and Sorrentino [5]; Brock [10]; Rao et
al. [30]) and dynamic tasks such as snatching, rolling,
and throwing (Arai and Khatib [3]; Lynch and Ma-
son [25]).

The 1JOC can be likened to an underactuated ma-
nipulator in a gravity field, where the proximal “shoul-



der” (fence pivot) is directly actuated, but the distal
degrees of freedom (represented by the object) are not.
Research on the controllability of such serial link ma-
nipulators has been carried out by Oriolo and Naka-
mura [28] and Arai and Tachi [2]. Sørdalen et al. [31]
recently developed a nonholonomic gear which al-
lowed them to construct a controllable n-link planar
arm with only two motors.

1.2 Terminology

The 1JOC has only one controlled degree-of-freedom,
yet we would like to control three degrees-of-freedom
of a part on the conveyor — the system is underac-
tuated. The natural question is whether the 1JOC is
“rich” enough to manipulate parts, or whether the two
constraints on the motion of the fence (pivot is fixed)
overly constrain the set of reachable configurations of
the part.

To be precise, we borrow definitions of reachable
sets from nonlinear control theory (Sussmann [32]). A
part’s configuration q � �x�y�φ�T is controllable from
q if, starting from q, the part can reach every configu-
ration in the configuration space. The part is control-
lable to q if q is reachable from every configuration.
The part is accessible from q if the set of configura-
tions reachable from q has nonempty interior in the
configuration space.

We can also define local versions of these proper-
ties. The part is small-time accessible from q if, for
any neighborhood U of q, the set of reachable config-
urations without leavingU has nonempty interior. The
part is small-time locally controllable from q if, for
any neighborhoodU of q, the set of reachable configu-
rations without leaving U contains a neighborhood of
q.

The phrases “from q” and “to q” can be eliminated
in these definitions if they apply to the entire configu-
ration space.

In these terms, if the configuration of the part is ac-
cessible, we know that the 1JOC has “enough” de-
grees of freedom: it can transfer the part from the ini-
tial configuration to a three-dimensional subset of the
configuration space. Better yet, if the part is control-
lable, the 1JOC can transfer the part from any con-
figuration to any other configuration. Small-time lo-
cal controllability, an even stronger condition, implies
that the part can follow any path arbitrarily closely.
This is a useful property for repositioning parts under
time and workspace constraints.

Although controllability and small-time local con-
trollability guarantee the ability to feed parts, they are
not absolutely necessary. The minimum we require
of a parts feeding system is the feeding property: the

parts must be controllable to a single configuration
from the set of initial configurations.

One way to reason about the controllabilityof a sys-
tem is to write it as a system of drift and control vector
fields and look at the dimension of the distributionde-
fined by these vector fields. We can do this for an ide-
alized model of the 1JOC (Section 2); however, this is
difficult to do with the full pushing mechanics because
the motion of a pushed object has no closed form. In
addition, the motion of the part depends on the distri-
bution of support forces between the part and the con-
veyor, which is usually unknown. The precise motion
of the part is therefore unpredictable.

When we consider the full pushing mechanics in
Section 3, we will limit our study to pushing motions
with predictable outcomes. Despite this limited set of
actions, we find that the 1JOC possesses the feeding
property.

2 A Progression of Models
The 1JOC approach arises from a desire to explore the
simplest mechanisms to accomplish a task. Planar ob-
jects have three degrees of freedom, suggesting the
use of a robotwith three or more actuated joints. How-
ever, it seems that two joints should suffice, by anal-
ogy with planar mobile robots. It is well known that a
car can be arbitrarilypositioned in the plane even if the
steering wheel has only two settings. (For an introduc-
tion to motion planning for cars, and nonholonomic
motion planning in general, see Latombe’s text [22].)
Each setting of the steering wheel defines a rotation
center of the car. In the case of the car these two rota-
tion centers move with the car. To see that two fixed
rotation centers suffice to produce arbitrary motions
of the car, imagine that the car is fixed and the wheels
drive the plane around.

Obviously a planar object cannot be moved to an
arbitrary position using a single fixed rotation center.
Thus one might conclude that two controlled freedoms
are necessary. However, a drift field, plus a single con-
trolled freedom, suffices.

The problem of pushing a part across a moving con-
veyor is complicated by the mechanics of pushing.
Some insights can be gained by first considering an
idealized model: the part matches the fence’s motion
whenever desired, and matches the conveyor’s motion
otherwise. In this section we examine a progression of
models leading to the 1JOC system.

One Rotation Center First we consider an ide-
alization of a rotating fence. We envision an infi-
nite turntable to which the part can be affixed. This
turntable can give the part an arbitrary angular veloc-
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Figure 4: The thin rod is not small-time locally controllable
from this configuration — it can only be rotated with a pos-
itive angular velocity.

ity about its pivot.
From any initial point in the part configuration

space, the reachable set is one dimensional. If we con-
sider the full pushing mechanics for a rotating fence,
the reachable set is also just one dimensional. If the
fence can swing all the way around and push on the
other side, however, the part’s configuration may be
accessible. But we will not consider this case further.

Two Rotation Centers Now consider a pair of
overlapping (yet independent) ideal turntables. At
any given instant, the part is affixed to one of the
two turntables and rotates about the center of that
turntable. We assume that we can instantaneously
switch the part from one turntable to the other.

There are two cases to consider:

� Both turntables are bidirectional. If each
turntable can be driven in either forward or
reverse, the situation is similar to driving a
car with two different steering angles. As is
well known, this system is small-time locally
controllable and can approximate an arbitrary
trajectory as closely as desired.

� One or both turntables are unidirectional. Now
the situation is analogous to a car without re-
verse. The system is controllable, but not small-
time locally controllable. It may be necessary to
take a large excursion to accomplish a small mo-
tion.

We can model the conveyor as the limiting case of a
turntable whose pivot approaches infinity. As above,
the system is small-time locally controllable if both
the turntable and conveyor are bidirectional, and it is
simply controllable if either or both is unidirectional.

For this simple system, we can study controllabil-
ity by considering the vector fields X1 � �0�1�0�T and
X2 � ��y�x�1�T corresponding to the conveyor and
the turntable, respectively. When the part tracks the
conveyor, the part motion is given by q̇� vX1, where v
is the velocity of the conveyor in the y direction. When
the part tracks the turntable, the part motion is given
by q̇ � ωX2, where ω is the angular velocity of the
turntable and the origin is at the center of the turntable.

The Lie bracket �X1�X2� of these two vector fields is
given by:

�X1�X2� �
∂X2

∂q
X1�

∂X1

∂q
X2 � ��1�0�0�T

The new vector field �X1�X2� is linearly independent
of X1 and X2, yielding a third controlled freedom (pro-
vided both v and ω can be nonzero). The system there-
fore satisfies the Lie Algebra Rank Condition, and it
is small-time accessible. If both the conveyor and the
turntable are bidirectional (both v and ω can be pos-
itive or negative), the system is also small-time lo-
cally controllable (Nijmeijer and van der Schaft [27]).
If either or both is unidirectional, the system is not
small-time locally controllable, but it can be shown
to be controllable by a simple constructive argument
(Brockett [11]; Lynch and Mason [24]).

The 1JOC system consisting of a conveyor and a ro-
tating fence resembles the system above with a unidi-
rectional conveyor. One difference is that rotating the
part about the pivot is only stable on a subset of the
configuration space, specifically when an edge of the
part is aligned with the fence.

Detailed Pushing Model We now consider push-
ing mechanics in the model with a conveyor and a ro-
tating fence. We assume that the friction coefficient
at the pushing contact and the distribution of support
forces are known, and we place no restriction on the
fence motions. Although this model makes unrealis-
tic assumptions about the available information, any
negative results will also apply to less detailed mod-
els.

Figure 4 shows that the system is not small-time
locally controllable for the case of a thin rod. If the
fence pushes from below, the rod’s angular velocity
is positive. If the fence swings around and pushes
the part from above, the angular velocity is still pos-
itive. There is no maneuver combining these actions
and conveyor drift that can locally achieve negative
rotations.

Practical Pushing Models The detailed pushing
model is difficult to use because it requires full knowl-
edge of the pressure distribution. We can define more
abstract models by restricting the allowable actions.
In particular, we would like to use actions with pre-
dictable outcomes that do not impose unrealistic de-
mands for information.

Any abstraction of the detailed pushing model will
inherit its limitations, thus it is immediately clear that
small-time local controllability is impossible.
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3 The Feeding Property
In this section we focus on a particular model for the
1JOC and prove that it can transfer any polygonal part
from any valid input configuration to a single goal
configuration. To prove this property, we utilize a sub-
set of the actions available to the 1JOC and show that
they are sufficient to demonstrate the feeding property.

3.1 The 1JOC Model

The fence is a line that pivots about a fixed point on
the line. The origin of a fixed world frame Fw coin-
cides with the pivot point. The conveyor is the half-
plane x � 0, with a constant drift velocity v in the �y
direction. The fence angle θ is measured with respect
to the x axis of Fw, and its angular velocity is given by
ω. The fence angular velocity ω is our single control
input.

The part can be any polygon, but because the ma-
nipulator is a line, the part can always be treated as its
convex hull. The center of mass of the part lies in the
interior of the convex hull and the coefficient of fric-
tion between the fence and the part is nonzero. When
we refer to a “part” in the rest of the paper, we assume
these properties.

We assume quasistatic mechanics. As the fence
pushes the part over the conveyor, the motion of the
part in the world frame Fw is sufficiently slow that in-
ertial forces are negligible compared to the frictional
forces. The support friction acting on the part during
pushing is determined by the motion of the part rela-
tive to the conveyor, not the world frame Fw.

It is convenient to represent the linear and angular
velocity of the part relative to the conveyor in a frame
Fp attached to the center of mass of the part. A veloc-
ity direction is simply a unit velocity vector. Velocity
directions may also be represented as rotation centers
in the frame Fp.

The configuration of the part frame Fp in the world
frame Fw is given by �x�y�φ� � ℜ2 � S1. When an
edge of the part is aligned with the fence, the con-
tact radius r defines the distance from the fence’s pivot
point to the closest point on the edge (the contact ver-

tex), and the configuration of the part can be given in
the polar coordinates �r�θ�. The location of the point
at r on the fence is �rx� ry� in the world frame. See Fig-
ure 5.

3.2 1JOC Primitives

We now describe the basic 1JOC primitives which
yield the feeding property. We assume the fence is
initially held at 0 degrees, perpendicular to the con-
veyor velocity, until the part contacts and comes to rest
against the fence. See Figure 6 for an illustrationof the
primitives.

3.2.1 Stable Pushes

A stable push occurs when one edge of the part is
aligned with the fence and the motion of the fence
keeps the part fixed against it. The simplest example
of a stable push occurs when the fence is held at 0 de-
grees, and a part on the conveyor drifts into contact
and comes to rest on the fence. When the part is at rest,
the fence is executing a stable push. The pushing di-
rection, as seen by the part, is opposite the conveyor’s
velocity direction.

Of course, a stable push may also occur while the
fence is rotating. In a previous paper (Lynch and Ma-
son [24]), we described the procedure STABLE that
finds a set of stable pushing directions Vstable for a
given pushing edge, pushing friction coefficient, and
center of mass of the part. This set of pushing direc-
tions is fixed in the part frame Fp. The fence is guar-
anteed to execute a stable push if the edge is aligned
with the fence and the motion of the fence and the con-
veyor combine to yield a pushing direction in Vstable.
See Figure 7 for details.

For simplicity, we will only consider the edges of
the part that yield a stable push while the fence is held
at 0 degrees (the pushing direction is a translation nor-
mal to the edge). The existence of these stable edges
is indicated by the following lemma (Lynch and Ma-
son [24]):

Lemma 1 All polygonal parts have at least one edge
such that the normal translational pushing direction,
along with a neighborhood of this pushing direction,
belongs to Vstable. Such edges are called stable edges.

Remark: The object may also have metastable edges
— edges such that the center of mass lies directly
above an edge endpoint when the fence is held at 0 de-
grees. If the fence rotates any nonzero amount in the
“wrong” direction, the edge will become unstable. We
will avoid these edges in this paper. If the part initially
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Figure 6: Step by step illustrations of the 1JOC primitives.

comes to rest on the fence on one of these edges, we
can perturb the fence slightly to bring the part to a sta-
ble edge.

Lemma 1 says that a stable edge is also stable for a
neighborhood of fixed fence angles around 0 degrees.
In addition, if the contact radius r is sufficiently large,
the fence pivot will be inside the set of stable rota-
tion centers Vstable fixed in the part frame Fp. If the
fence angular velocity ω is large enough relative to the
conveyor velocity v, the combined pushing motion is
nearly a pure rotation about the pivot, and the push-
ing motion is stable. Therefore, it is possible to sta-
bly push the part from any θ0 to any θ1 in a counter-
clockwise (CCW) direction, where 90� � θ1 � θ0 �
�90�. Figure 8 illustrates a method for finding the
minimum stable radius: the minimum contact radius
r such that the push is stable for all fence angles in the
range ��90�90� for a given fence angular velocity ω
and conveyor velocity v.

For a push to be stable when the fence is rotating
CCW, the contact radius r must be sufficiently large.
We can change r by performing jogs, described below.

3.2.2 Jogs

Jogs are simple maneuvers that allow us to change the
contact radius r from the fence pivot to the part with-
out changing the stable resting edge.

Lemma 2 A part resting on a stable edge can be
moved from any initial contact radius r on the fence
to any desired r in the range �0�∞� by a series of jogs.

Proof: We use the fact that a neighborhood of push-
ing directions about the normal translation is stable for
a stable edge. In fact, there is a range �θmin�θmax� of
fixed fence angles about 0 degrees that are also stable.

The fence does not have to be motionless to execute
a stable push, however; if the fence angular velocity
ω is small enough with respect to the conveyor veloc-
ity v, then the fence can execute a stable push while
moving in the angle range �θmin�θmax�, regardless of
the contact radius r.

To decrease the contact radius r, the fence is raised
to an angle θ� (θmax � θ� � 0), keeping the part fixed
to the fence by a stable push. This changes the value
of rx to rx cosθ�. The fence then drops to 0 degrees,
immediately releasing the part. The part drifts back
into contact with the fence and settles on the same sta-
ble edge. We assume there is no slip between the part
and the fence. (The no-slip assumption is important
for open-loop feeding plans.) The result of the jog is
to decrease the contact radius from r to rcosθ�.

To increase the contact radius r, the fence is quickly
lowered to an angle θ� (θmin � θ� � 0), releasing the
part. The part drifts back into contact with the fence
and settles on the same stable edge. The fence is then
raised to 0 degrees again, pushing the part with a sta-
ble push. The contact radius of the part has changed
to r�cosθ�.

A series of jogs, either increasing or decreasing r,
can bring the part to any r in the range �0�∞�. �

A jog is directly analogous to the Lie bracket mo-
tion for the ideal turntable plus conveyor system ana-
lyzed in Section 2. The difference from the ideal sys-
tem is that the part only tracks the fence when it is in
stable contact. Nonetheless, we can now show that the
configuration of the part is accessible with just stable
pushes, jogs, and the conveyor drift.

Theorem 1 The configuration of a polygonal part in
stable edge contact with a fence held at 0 degrees is
small-time accessible using stable pushes, jogs, and
conveyor drift.
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For a given edge contact, we can determine V stable, the set
of pushing rotation centers that keep the object fixed to the
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The conveyor velocity v and the rotational velocity ω about
the fence pivot combine to form a net velocity at each point.
This can be expressed as a net center of rotation (COR),
which lies on the line through the fence pivot and perpen-
dicular to the conveyor velocity.
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Provided the net COR is contained in Vstable, the part will
remain stationary with respect to the fence for that combina-
tion of conveyor and fence velocities. Note that as the fence
rotates, the conveyorvelocity changesdirection with respect
to the part, and the net COR rotates about the fence pivot at
a radius of v�ω.

Figure 7

v/ω
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Figure 8: The locus of net COR form a semicircle about
the fence pivot as the fence swings from �90 to 90 degrees.
Given a fence angular velocity ω and a conveyor velocity
v (which determine the radius of this semicircle), we pick
a minimum stable radius so that this semicircle lies com-
pletely within Vstable. Recall that Vstable is fixed with re-
spect to the part, so increasing the contact radius moves
the semicircle deeper into Vstable. This conservative esti-
mate of the minimum stable radius guarantees stable push-
ing in the counterclockwise direction at any fence angle in
��90��90��.

Proof: Given any neighborhood of the part configura-
tionwhile it is in stable edge contact with the fence at 0
degrees, it is possible to jog the part a nonzero distance
in both directions without leaving this neighborhood.
The effect of the jog is to change the x coordinate of
the part configuration, exactly like the Lie bracket mo-
tion of Section 2. The other two vector fields of Sec-
tion 2 can be obtained directly by conveyor drift and
stable pushes. �

We call I the set of initial part configurations that
drift to stable edge contact with the fence at 0 degrees.
From a stable edge contact, Theorem 1 indicates that
the configuration of the part is small-time accessible.
Therefore, the configuration of the part is accessible
from the set I .

We still have not proven the feeding property. To
get this property, we need the ability to turn a part to a
new stable edge.

3.2.3 Turns

Turns allow us to change the edge of the part aligned
with the fence, subject to the constraint that the initial
and final edges both be stable edges. A turn consists
of raising the fence to an angle θ� � 0 by executing a
stable push; dropping the fence to an angle θ�� 0, im-
mediately releasing the part; and reacquiring the part
on the new edge with a stable push, raising the fence
back to 0 degrees. The final push commences at the
moment the new edge contacts the fence.

Lemma 3 Any polygonal part has at most one stable
edge from which it is impossible to turn the part to the



next CW stable edge. Exception: a part has two such
stable edges if they are the only stable edges and they
are parallel to each other.

Proof: The fence can execute a stable push to any an-
gle less than 90 degrees, and it can reacquire the part
with a stable push at any angle greater than �90 de-
grees. This indicates that it is possible to reach any fi-
nal stable edge less than 180 degrees CW of the initial
edge. If the part has two or more stable edges, there
can only be one stable edge from which the next CW
stable edge is greater than 180 degrees removed. For
“exception” parts, there are two stable edges which are
exactly 180 degrees removed from each other. �

There are a few important points to make about
turns:

� The contact radius r, for both the initial and final
edges, must be large enough that the pushing di-
rections always remain in Vstable.

� The quantity θ�� θ� is determined by the part
geometry, but the actual values of θ� and θ� are
not. To some extent, the contact radius r after
the turn can be controlled by the choice of these
values. If the angle difference between the ini-
tial and final edge is 90 degrees or more, r can be
changed to any value in the range �0�∞� during
the turn.

� This primitive requires precise knowledge of the
conveyor’s motion — the final stable push must
begin precisely when the new edge contacts the
fence.

Consider the case where turning a part to a new sta-
ble edge requires raising the fence to 90�δ and catch-
ing the part at �90� ε, where δ and ε are small posi-
tive values. It may be necessary to move the part to a
large contact radius r before executing the turn to en-
sure that the part remains completely on the conveyor
(x � 0) during the initial push.

3.2.4 Convergent turns

To perform a turn between two stable edges which are
parallel, the fence must, in principle, be raised to 90
degrees, pushing the part off the conveyor. To turn
such parts, we can introduce a convergent turn: raise
the fence to 90� δ, allow the part to drift down, and
begin pushing it again at�90�ε. Assuming no slip at
the pushing contact, the part will converge to the new
stable edge as the fence is raised to 0 degrees. Conver-
gent turns allow us to strengthen Lemma 3 to apply to
all polygonal parts, with no exceptions. In this paper,

the sole function of convergent turns is to handle parts
with only two stable edges, which are parallel.

3.3 The Feeding Property

Using the lemmas proven above, we can now demon-
strate the feeding property for the 1JOC.

Theorem 2 The 1JOC possesses the feeding prop-
erty:

� for all polygonal parts

� for the three-dimensional space I of initial con-
figurations such that the part initially comes to
rest on a stable edge, completely on the conveyor,
against the fence fixed at 0 degrees, and

� using only stable pushes, jogs, turns, convergent
turns, and conveyor drift.

Furthermore, the goal configuration can be chosen
from a three-dimensional subset of the configuration
space.

Proof: If the part has a stable edge such that it can-
not be turned to a new stable edge, then this edge must
be chosen as the goal edge. Otherwise, any stable
edge can be chosen as the goal edge. By Lemma 3
(strengthened by the convergent turn of Section 3.2.4),
this goal edge can be reached using turns. Once at the
goal edge, the part can be jogged to any contact radius
r in the range �0�∞� (Lemma 2). By Lemma 1, the part
is stable against the fence for a range of fence angles
θ. The goal edge therefore allows a two-dimensional
set of final stable configurations of the part in the �r�θ�
space. If the fence is quickly lowered to 90 degrees,
releasing the part, this set drifts to a set of reachable
configurations with nonempty interior in the world
configuration space. Any configuration in this set can
be chosen as the goal. �

If the application of the 1JOC is to stuff parts into a
feeder track, then the fence can be rotated 90 degrees,
pushing the part off the conveyor into the feeder track,
instead of releasing it to continue on the conveyor.

4 A Feeding Planner
The feeding property means that there exists a se-
quence of jogs and turns to feed any polygonal part,
assuming infinite fence length and an infinite con-
veyor half-plane. A 1JOC with finite fence and con-
veyor dimensions may not be able to feed some parts.
For a given part however, we can always find a fence
and conveyor with finite dimensions to feed it. We de-
scribe how to find a sequence of jogs and turns to feed
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Figure 9: A feeding plan to move a triangle from start con-
figuration �e j�r j� to goal configuration�ek�rk� by a turn with
raise and drop angles of θ� and θ�. Length of edge ek is lk .

a given part with a fence and conveyor of known di-
mensions in the minimum amount of time.

We assume that we know the shape and center of
mass of the part, the coefficient of friction between the
fence and part, the conveyor velocity, and the fence
and conveyor dimensions. The coefficient of friction
between the part and conveyor is assumed constant,
and we pick the fence angular velocity to be one of
three discrete values: ωstable (for stable pushes), ωdrop
(when lowering the fence), and zero. We assume the
fence receives parts that are singulated.

A part drifts down the conveyor until it comes to
rest against the fence. The feeding problem consists
of getting the part from this start configuration to the
goal configuration (see Figure 9), where the configura-
tions are specified by the edge aligned with the fence,
and the contact radius (distance from pivot to the clos-
est vertex of the resting edge). We assume that the
initial fence orientation is zero, and, for convenience,
that the final fence orientation is zero as well.

Turns change the part orientation; they rotate the
part CCW so the new edge aligned with the fence is
CW to the initial edge. Turns thus enable transitions
to stable edges in the CW direction. We consider all
CW sequences of edges beginning at the start edge es

and ending at the goal edge eg which do not require
rotating the part more than 360 degrees. Take an ex-
ample sequence S � fes�e j�ek�egg. If we can find a
valid sequence of jogs and turns to move the part in

sequence through the edges in S and change the con-
tact radius by the required amount, we have a feasible
plan. Of all feasible plans, we take the one which re-
quires minimum time.

4.1 A Simple Example

Consider a part resting on edge e j (orientation φ j) at
radius r j which is to be moved to the neighboring CW
stable edge ek (orientation φk) at radius rk (see Fig-
ure 9). Here the sequence of edges is S � fej�ekg.
We look for a feasible solution (and ignore minimiz-
ing the time). Assume r j and rk are greater than the
minimum stable radii for the corresponding edges, and
are close enough in magnitude that no jog is required.
Here, finding a plan consists of determining the fence
angles θ� and θ� for the turn. From the geometry, we
have:

rk � r j
cosθ�

cosθ�
� lk (1)

θ��θ� � φk�φ j (2)

Solving these equations, we find:

θ� � tan�1
�

cot�φk�φ j��
rk � lk

r j sin�φk�φ j�

�
(3)

θ� � φk�φ j �θ� (4)

This simple example has a closed form solution that
provides us with a plan. (Note that when �φk�φ j� �
90, the radius change can be arbitrarily large or small.)

4.2 Nonlinear Programming Approach

For the general case, we must find a sequence of jogs
and turns that effects the desired configuration change
and minimizes time. For a given sequence of edges,
we must determine the parameters for each turn while
ensuring that each contact edge in a turn has a contact
radius that is no less than its minimum stable radius.
If the contact radius is less than the minimum radius,
we must translate the part prior to executing the turn.
Such a translation may consist of a jog or a series of
jogs.

A feeding plan to transfer a part from its start con-
figuration (es, rs) to its goal configuration �eg� rg� con-
sists of several stages, each of which accomplishes an
edge transition. Each stage consists of a translation
followed by a turn; the translation for a given stage
may be zero. A plan with the edge transition sequence
S will take n�1 stages, where n � jSj. A final transla-
tion may also be required after the goal edge has been
reached.

Consider the ith stage in a plan (see Figure 10) to ac-
complish the transition from edge e j to edge ek . First,
we perform a translation of gi, which moves the part to
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Figure 10: The ith transition from edge e j to edge ek with a
translation of gi, start and end turn radii r�i and r�i , and raise
and drop angles θ�i and θ�i .

a contact radius of r�i . Since we are about to perform
a turn, this radius must be greater than the minimum
stable radius for edge e j , rstable

j . We then perform a
turn with a raise angle of θ�i and a drop angle of θ�i .
The stable push at the end of the turn brings the fence
to θ � 0 with the new contact edge ek. For this stable
push on edge ek, the contact radius r�i must be greater
than the minimum stable radius for ek , rstable

k . We also
have to ensure that the fence raise and drop angles are
in valid ranges, that the part is within fence and con-
veyor bounds, and that the fence contacts the part only
at the end of the drift phase.

Assume the fence pivot is on the conveyor left edge,
and that the conveyor half-length exceeds its width,
which exceeds the fence length. The resulting con-
straints are (for i � 1� � � ��n�1):

r�i � r�i�1 �gi (5)

r�i �
�r�i �d j�cosθ�i

cosθ�i
� �lk �dk� (6)

θ�i �θ�i � φk�φ j (7)

rmax
j � r�i � rstable

j (8)

rmax
k � r�i � rstable

k (9)

90 � θ�i � 0 (10)

0 � θ�i � �90 (11)

�r�i �av
j�cosθ�i � pv

j sinθ�i � 0��v�V (12)

ωdropr�i cosθ�i � vc (13)

�r�i �d j� sinθ�i � �r�i � lk �dk� sinθ�i
vc

�
θ�i �θ�i

ωdrop

(14)

where lk is the length of edge k, φ j and φk are the ori-
entations of edges e j and ek , vc is the conveyor ve-
locity, rmax

j and rmax
k are maximum valid contact radii

for edges ej and ek, V is the set of part vertices, and
av

j and pv
j are the components along and perpendic-

ular to edge e j of the vector from the contact vertex
to a part vertex v. If ej and ek are neighboring edges,
d j � dk � 0. Else, dj and dk are the distances from the
(virtual) intersection vertex of (extended) edges e j and
ek to the contact vertices of these edges.

The start and goal constraints are:

r�0 � rs (15)

rg � r�n�1 �gn (16)

These define a set of nonlinear constraints over the
variables gi, θ�i , θ�i , r�i , and r�i . (We could also elim-
inate the equality constraints and solve for fewer vari-
ables.) Since the radius at the start of a turn depends
on the radius at the end of the previous turn, an optimal
solution must consider all variables simultaneously.

We want a solution which minimizes the total time
to feed the part. The time taken for each stage of the
plan is the sum of the jog time, fence raise time, drift
time on the conveyor, and fence recovery time. We ap-
proximate the total time by the objective function we
minimize:

tng2
n �

n�1

∑
i�1

�
tig

2
i �

θ�i
ωstable

�
θ�i

ωstable
�

�r�i �d j� sinθ�i � �r�i � lk �dk� sinθ�i
vc

�
(17)

The approximate time cost coefficient of the ith jog
series is ti � kcosαi�vc�r�i � r�i�1� where k is a con-
stant chosen to be 1000, and αi � min�jθmin

i j� jθmax
i j�

is a safe jog angle for the ith jog series.
Our problem as stated above is a nonlinear pro-

gramming problem whose feasible solutions yield
valid feeding plans. (See Bazaraa and Shetty’s text [4]
for an introduction to nonlinear programming.) Once
we have a solution for the gi, θ�i , θ�i , r�i , and r�i values
which satisfies the constraints (5)–(16) and minimizes
our objective function, we must still determine a series
of jogs to execute the translations gi.

An inward translation distance gi � 0 re-
quires a series of decreasing jogs, such that
r�i � r�i�1�cosγi�

m cosρi where m is a non-negative
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Figure 11: Example feeding plans for a triangle. The goal
configuration (φg � 269�34�rg � 150) is the same, while the
start configurationsare different: (a) (φs � 126�49�rs � 100)
(b) (φs � 269�34�rs � 100) (c) (φs � 0�rs � 200).

integer, and θmax
i � γi � ρi � 0. So this radius decreas-

ing translation is accomplished by a series of m jogs of
angle γi followed by a jog of ρi. Similarly, an outward
translation distance gi � 0 requires a series of increas-
ing jogs, such that r�i�1 � r�i �cosγi�

m cosρi where m
is a non-negative integer, and 0 � ρi � γi � θmin

i .
A feasible solution to the above problem always ex-

ists if the fence and conveyor are large enough that
each stable edge has a valid contact radius greater than
its minimum stable radius. When this condition is sat-
isfied, a plan with a maximum of three stages to get the
part from the start to the goal configuration exists, al-
though it may not be optimal.

4.3 Generating Feeding Plans

We now outline the process of generating feeding
plans. From the part description and coefficient of
friction, we compute the minimum stable radii for the
stable edges and the transition angles between these
edges. For the start and goal configurations, we gen-
erate candidate edge transition sequences. For each
such sequence, the corresponding objective function
and constraints are input to a commercial nonlinear
programming package called GINO [23] to solve the
problem. A feasible solution to the nonlinear pro-
gramming formulation provides us with a valid feed-
ing plan. See the example plans in Figure 11.

Currently we use minimum stable radius values em-
pirically determined to be robust. A conservative esti-

mate of the minimum stable radius can be determined
as illustrated in Figure 8. Also, the planning proce-
dure can be extended to use convergent turns to handle
parts with only two stable edges which are parallel.

5 Implementation
We have implemented several feeding plans on a con-
veyor with the fence being (somewhat ironically) ac-
tuated by one joint of an Adept 550 SCARA robot.
The conveyor speed and fence rotational speed have
been selected to be 20 mm/s and 30 degrees/s respec-
tively. The fence is covered with a foam material to
avoid slip between the part and the fence.

Currently we place the part at the start configura-
tion and observe the position of the part after plan exe-
cution. In a fully implemented setup, singulated parts
would come down the conveyor in random configura-
tions. The initial part orientation and contact radius
would be determined by an overhead camera, and a
feeding plan to get the part to the goal configuration
without any further sensing would be generated.

Figure 11 illustrates three plans we ran on our setup
which achieve the same goal configuration from dif-
ferent starting configurations. Plan (a) requires a sin-
gle turn to reach the goal, plan (b) requires just a trans-
lation, and plan (c) requires two turns. These plans
had position errors at the goal configuration ranging
from 0 mm to 3 mm. The errors are sensitive to part
shape measurements, fence turn angles, and timing in
the turns. Occasional slip also causes some error.

6 Variations on a Theme
The 1JOC approach uses a fixed velocity conveyor in
combination with a single servoed joint to obtain the
diversity of motions required for planar manipulation.
We have shown by proof and demonstration that the
1JOC is capable of useful planar manipulation: any
polygon is controllable from a broad range of initial
configurations to any goal chosen from a broad range
of goal configurations.

For this paper we designed the system and the set
of actions to simplify analysis and planning. There
are many variations on the approach which may be
more suitable in different contexts. Some variations
on the system configuration are: a curved fence; a
prismatic fence in place of the revolute fence; a ro-
tary table in place of the conveyor; or use of gravity
rather than a conveyor. Some variations on the ac-
tions are: optimization of fence rotation rates instead
of using fixed values; allowing objects to slip along
the fence; complete revolutions of the object to reduce



jogs; and speeds high enough to require dynamic anal-
ysis instead of quasi-static. Another variation would
be to use techniques similar to Bicchi and Sorrentino’s
to roll objects on the belt [5].

When addressing potential industrial applications,
it is important to consider the whole system, including
interactions with surrounding equipment. Several dif-
ferent scenarios have occurred to us: a 1JOC to pose
objects followed by a simple pick-and-place device; a
1JOC to singulate parts for a SCARA; or two or three
1JOCs pipelined to singulate and feed parts.
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